ARTICLE OF THE WEEK
by Harrison Barnes, CEO of BCG
What Law Firm Titles Mean: Of Counsel, Non-Equity Partner, Equity Partner Explained

One of the questions that many law students—and even attorneys have—is the pecking order of people working inside of law firms. For example:

- What does of counsel mean?
- What is a non-equity partner?
- What is a partner/shareholder?

These distinctions (and what you have to look forward to if you are ever made one) are discussed below.

This is what awaits all associates if you are not asked to leave or are fired from your law firm after several years of service.

It is important to know what awaits you because it gives you the ability to make decisions about your future. It is also important to understand whether you want to accept one of these positions.

1. What Does Of Counsel Mean: The Types of Attorneys That Are Of Counsel

Of counsel is a role that is traditionally given to attorneys that the partnership of the law firm and others like and want to have around; however, it is reserved for the attorneys who traditionally do not have much business and are also not interested in working extremely hard. This depends on the caliber of firm, however. Someone who is “of counsel” at Skadden Arps would likely be a partner at a firm like Dechert. The quality of the law firm (and competitiveness of the law firm) often determines what types of attorneys are of counsel.

Of counsel is by definition an interesting role. It is not a partner and it is not an associate. The role has a “permanence” about it, unlike an associate. Someone who is “of counsel” in a law firm is generally someone who has been around awhile and will also stay around. In contrast, the shelf life of most associates is quite limited – clients and partners in the firm know that the associate is likely to be gone at any time.

See the following articles for more information:

- Why Attorneys With 5+ Years of Law Firm Experience Are in Serious Trouble (and Seven Steps they Need to Take to Save Their Legal Careers)
- Take this GIFT for Granted and Your Legal Career Will Be Dead
Here are the types of attorneys that generally find themselves in an of counsel role:

- **Attorneys Who Do Not Have Business—Or What It Takes to Be a Partner in a Major, Major Law Firm.** If you last 14+ years at a firm like Skadden Arps and work extremely hard, the odds are very good they will make you “of counsel”. Only attorneys with huge clients, or who achieve some sort of national prominence, are likely to be made partner in a firm like Skadden. If you are not asked to leave after 12 to 14 years, a firm like Skadden will generally make you “of counsel”. This is in a rarified world. Someone who is of counsel at a firm like Skadden would almost certainly have been made a partner at a firm like Kirkpatrick and Lockhart, Kirkland and Ellis, or White and Case. Of Counsel is an excellent “safety net” for very good attorneys who are not yet ready to be partner at a major, major law firm, or who will never be. A law firm like Skadden may pay an of counsel attorney $375,000 a year and bill the same attorney out at $750 an hour. They are happy to do this all day long because it is profitable for them and gives the of counsel attorney enough security to remain happy.

- **Attorneys who do not want the pressure of being a partner in a law firm and just want to do their job and go home each night.** There are all kinds of pressures that go along with being a partner that will be discussed later in this article. Many attorneys choose to become “of counsel” after being a partner for some time simply because they do not want this pressure. They consciously choose to make $225,000 a year in a large law firm instead of the $350,000+ as a partner. Of counsel attorneys would much rather just bill 1,800 hours a year and not be evaluated on all of the factors that partners are evaluated on (business generation, collections, outside activities, mentoring and so forth). I have seen many great attorneys who were partners in a major law firm tell the law firm they preferred to be of counsel. For many attorneys, this is a great choice.

- **Attorneys who are older and may have left the law firm environment to go into politics, in-house, become a judge, or something else and want to return to the law firm.** An attorney may start out their career and work several years at a law firm like Gibson Dunn & Crutcher and even make partner there. Then, they may go to work for the State Department or something similar for 15 years before deciding to return to the practice of law. Attorneys like this can generally “make a deal” with a firm like Gibson Dunn to come back in an of counsel role. The firm will utilize this attorney’s high-level government qualifications to impress clients and everyone will be happy. The attorney will be given as much work as the firm has to give them (generally, not a ton of work), and much of this work may come from people who were contacts of this attorney. In addition, the attorney can do work for clients who may flutter in from time to time.

- **Attorneys who are simply very old and do not have the energy to work hard any longer.** Many partners eventually start losing steam and no longer want to work long hours and face the pressure of bringing in clients. These attorneys may then decide that they would prefer to, instead, have a less stressful life that allows for the occasional golf game,
days off during the week now and then, and regular vacations. If an attorney has put in 30+ years of service at a law firm, law firms are often more than happy to give them this title and steady salary—or an arrangement that gives the attorney a percentage of their billings.

- **Smart, nerdy attorneys without client generation skills that the partners in the law firm like.** There are generally attorneys inside of law firms that are very intelligent—some startlingly so—but who do not have the ability to bring in clients (and in some cases even relate to them). These attorneys may be excellent writers, great at catching details in deals and otherwise exceptional. At the same time, they may not have the best interpersonal skills with other attorneys in the firm and may be more comfortable in their offices with their doors closed. These same attorneys are also (quite often) very committed to their jobs and loyal to the law firm. These are great candidates to be “of counsel” in a law firm.

- **Attorneys with various personal demons who have trouble “getting it together” but still do good work.** In one law firm I worked in, there was an attorney who was a graduate of Yale Law School and incredibly brilliant. He found himself in and out of the hospital for various psychological demons. The firm—quite obviously—could not make him partner, but, when he worked, he worked very hard and provided a ton of value to the law firm. He was of counsel. Other attorneys who are of counsel may take frequent time off, be sick or injured consistently and otherwise have issues that make it difficult for them to be 100% dedicated to the firm. These attorneys are often of counsel.

- **Attorneys in a practice area of the firm that does not have enough business to make it very profitable.** Some law firms often get work from time to time in practice areas like bankruptcy, patent prosecution, trademark, or trust and estates. Because the law firm does not have a lot of work but needs senior people to do the work for important clients, they generally have an attorney on their payroll in an “of counsel” role who is able to provide service to these clients when the work comes in. Large law firms often have trust and estates practices for their larger clients, for example, but the money these practices generate is minimal compared to more active practice groups like litigation and corporate. Therefore, the highest anyone can often go is “of counsel” in this practice group. One interesting fact about these “niche” practice groups is that law firms often significantly reduce their hiring standards when bringing on associates. They do this because they want attorneys who will stay and not be overly ambitious and likely to leave—they want someone who will be happy graduating into a role such as of counsel. Thus, a trust and estates practice may hire someone from the middle of their class (who is attractive, refined and has excellent social skills) from a second tier law school when the majority of the attorneys in the firm went to first tier law schools.

- **Attorneys for niche management-related jobs inside of law firms that do not necessarily involve a lot of interaction with clients.** Large law firms often have attorneys who do things like work on conflict checks and negotiate these conflicts with clients. These attorneys are often made of counsel so they have some authority in the law firm, but this
is generally a glorified clerical-type role. In addition, law firms often have people in various administrative roles that they make of counsel. For example, of counsel attorneys are often made firm administrators and mediate various disputes among the attorneys and staff of the law firm. Other of counsel attorneys may work on collections for the law firm. Some may be in charge of firing people and doing exit interviews.

• **Attorneys that may have a lot of other stuff going on (outside businesses and so forth) and want to maintain a connection with a law firm.** Some attorneys may have outside interests that are very strong. Yet, they want to maintain a connection with a law firm. I have even seen an of counsel attorney with a major law firm have a side solo law firm practice. Still other attorneys may be spending a lot of their time teaching law, for example. These attorneys are frequently made of counsel.

• **Women who have left the practice of law for a period of time and then come back.** Many women may become partners, or may be hardworking senior associates, who left to have children for a time and want to come back to the practice of law—albeit, on a reduced schedule. Law firms will often make these women “of counsel”. The women may choose these roles voluntarily because they need to spend time with their children or have other obligations.

• **People with political and other ambitions that keep them away from the office a lot.** I have met many people who view practicing law as just a way to pay the bills—their real ambition is politics. Law firms generally do not have many problems with this. They like people who make them look good (and what better way than politics). Law firms will often give attorneys this title and a lot of leeway when they have political ambitions.

Of counsel is a way for good attorneys to stay involved inside of law firms and, at the same time, not be as accountable as equity and non-equity partners need to be.

2. What Is a Non-Equity Partner? The Types of Attorneys That Are Non-Equity Partners

“Non-equity partner” is a relatively recent invention that started to gain popularity starting in the 1980s. At that time, law firms were beginning to hire consulting firms and started to realize there were partners inside of their law firms that were not that profitable.

New methods of rating and categorizing partners were suggested, and the practice of having equity and non-equity partners took off.

While numerous law firms today continue with the practice of just having one tier of partnership, the non-equity partner is something that becomes more and more common in law firms each year. Non-equity partner is by definition a frightening title and suggests less permanence in a law firm than even of counsel. In reality, being of counsel is probably a “safer” position if someone wants to survive long-term inside of a law firm. Being a non-equity partner is sort of like being an
associate with the knowledge and added pressure that if you do not bring in business, you are likely to be out of a job within a few years.

So what is a non-equity partner?

In reality, it is not much different than being of counsel. Most non-equity partners:

- Do not have significant business
- Receive a salary (and not partnership distributions)

The biggest difference between a non-equity partner and of counsel is that a non-equity partner is someone who shows the ambition and drive to potentially be an equity partner. They generally have interpersonal skills, are willing to work very hard and also have good legal skills. They are just not really quite there yet.

Non-equity partners are generally:

- People who were formerly associates that are now being “groomed” and tested to see if they can fill a real partnership role; or,
- Attorneys who were formerly equity partners but are no longer cutting it and are being given time to get business.

If I had to choose a way to describe non-equity partnership, it would be “secret probation”. It is a role that (generally) only other attorneys in the firm know about. In addition, it is a role and title that is not likely to last more than a few years unless the attorney brings in some business.

Many non-equity partners are likely to be men with young families who really want to get ahead. They have mortgages, car payments and other commitments, and the law firm channels this drive into its growth and survival. Women, of course, are also non-equity partners when they show consistent commitment and the sort of drive that this role suggests—but they achieve this position less often because they frequently start families. People generally make non-equity partner after years of pressure and billing extreme amounts of hours at a level that is nearly impossible to do for attorneys spending a lot of time with families.

If you go to a law firm like White and Case, work extremely hard as an associate, and impress all of the right people, at some point in your association with this law firm, they will either ask you to leave, or tell you that that “you are on the right track”. (Alternatively, they may make you of counsel if you are not sufficiently motivated.) If you joined this law firm as a lateral, they will likely not have this conversation with you until you have been there at least three years working your tail off.
I want to be clear that at a law firm like White and Case, it is not easy to get to the point where
you are considered for even a non-equity role (you need to be really outstanding). The odds of
making non-equity partner in a large law firm that hires 60 first-year associates each year is low.
Only one or two of these people will even be around long enough to be considered for a non-
equity partner role. It is not easy.

After a year or two of stringing you along, you will be made a non-equity partner. Once you are
made a non-equity partner at a very large law firm, the following will happen:

• You’ll be given some money to decorate your office.
• You will be given a salary of around $350,000 a year.
• You will be told in no uncertain terms “congratulations" but you now need to generate some
  business.

A whole new set of expectations will fall upon you. You are expected to begin bringing in enough
business to not only support yourself, but support a few associates with work and also [hopefully]
support some partners and of counsel attorneys in the law firm as well. The point is, becoming a
non-equity partner is sort of like being on probation.

The law firm is basically giving you the title of partner because they want to make sure that you
have credibility with potential clients. The General Counsel of a bank is never going to be as
enthusiastic talking to an associate, or person in an of counsel role, as they are a partner. Thus,
the title is important for you to get business.

The expectation is that you will either rise to the challenge or fail. Regardless, the law firm is
giving the attorney a vote of confidence, and a title, to go out and get business.

An attorney who is a non-equity partner generally does need to get business. While I am not going to
get too far into this discussion, non-equity partners will use all sorts of methods to get business. They
are expected to go out into the community to develop business and find ways to bring more work into
the firm. Not all non-equity partners will do this, of course. These non-equity partners can sometimes
get around this requirement by latching onto an extremely powerful equity partner (or partners) with
a TON of business who feeds them a lot of work. If this occurs, and the powerful partner sticks up for
the non-equity partner, the non-equity partner can make partner with that person backing them.

Each year, the non-equity partner will be reviewed, and the number of hours they billed and
generated will be tallied. They may be shown an “average” number that equity partners are
generating and told they need to get to that level if they hope to make it. If after a few years of
this, the non-equity partner is still not pulling his weight, he will lose his job, or be given another
role in the law firm if he is well-liked enough.
What happens to most non-equity partners that do not make it? Generally one of a few things:

- **They go in-house, open a solo practice, or take another job.** This is the most common thing that non-equity partners end up doing. They realize that, for whatever reason, they do not have what it takes to be an equity partner—but they are skilled legally—so they decide that they are going to go in-house. This works very well for many attorneys, and I would estimate that this is what the majority of them do. Clients think this is a great deal because they can save money compared to what the same attorney would cost inside of a major law firm. Given the competitiveness of finding in-house work, many of these attorneys get frustrated and attempt to open their own practice. The results of this can be mixed. If the attorney could not get business with a partner title and major law firm behind them, how are they supposed to do this on their own? Fortunately, at this point in their careers, many of these attorneys have substantial savings to support themselves while they figure everything out. It does not always go well, though—and the entire thing is scary. I’ve seen many attorneys fail because they have little understanding of business once they open their own practices.

- **They go to another law firm legitimately.** Sometimes the amount of business an attorney needs to become an equity partner can be staggering—even up to $2 million. Thus, an attorney at a major firm with $500,000 in business and very good legal skills in an in-demand practice area can be very marketable to smaller firms (or even similar sized firms with a need). Even with no business, these partners can be in demand by many larger and smaller firms. Thus, using their qualifications, these attorneys can move to a law firm and carry out their career elsewhere.

- **They go to another law firm illegitimately (and start a cycle of moving while exaggerating the amount of business they have).** This is extremely common. As a legal recruiter, I know more attorneys around Los Angeles that I can count who have been carrying on this scam for years.

Here is how the scam works: The attorney may be working at a given law firm and (using a recruiter or otherwise) get in touch with other major law firms. They will represent that they have $1 million or more in business and provide the prospective firm with “fictional” write ups about how much they billed and collected from their clients over the past several years. They may represent they want to leave the major law firm where they are a non-equity partner because (1) there are “conflicts” and there are certain clients they cannot bring in, or (2) the law firm they are with cannot support certain clients and they are leaving business on the table.

Incredibly, the world opens up to these attorneys, and they generally get numerous offers from other law firms based on these representations. Because the attorney’s business is
impossible to verify, the law firm hiring the attorney has to take them at their word.

When the attorney gets to the new law firm, they suddenly represent that some of the clients are not ready to move or that their former firm is “playing dirty” to keep the clients. The attorney may, in reality, have a small amount of work but not much. Unfortunately, the new law firm may have already done press releases and announcements about their new hire. This charade is allowed to continue for one to three years, at which point the new “partner” is fired or asked to leave. These partners generally start looking for a new law firm to fall victim to the scam.

I’ve seen this happen frequently. This is almost always perpetrated by younger attorneys (in their 30s to mid-40s). Many of these attorneys begin abusing substances, disappear from the law firm for long periods during the day – and they almost always burn out. Some—miraculously—get lucky and snag huge clients. More often than not, though, their reputation eventually catches up with them.

One reason this scam goes on so long is that law firms are generally paranoid of getting sued. Thus, when a partner is leaving or looking for a job, the law firm will say nothing whatsoever. They just want to be rid of the partner without getting sued.

Another type of attorney likely to become a non-equity partner is a partner who is not making it as an equity partner. Rather than humiliating the partner and voting them out of the partnership and destroying their career, the law firm, instead, makes them a non-equity partner. For many partners, this is a huge indignity and is very upsetting. It is usually a signal that the person should get another job and move on.

Why would someone be voted down from an equity partner to a non-equity partner?

There are many reasons for this. They generally are:

- The attorney is not billing enough hours.
- The attorney does not have enough clients and business.
- The attorney may have serious performance issues—a malpractice lawsuit, poor work product, and other issues.
- The attorney may have developed various personal problems that the law firm is uncomfortable with (substance abuse, problems with the law, a messy divorce airing embarrassing personal information).
- The law firm is at fault and does not have the business to give the attorney that it had when the attorney was made an equity partner.
• The law firm has hired consultants who have determined that there should be two partnership tiers.
• A younger generation of “hard hitting” partners with a lot of business has risen up in the firm, wants more profits for themselves, and is lobbying hard to push down people not carrying their weight.
• Equity partners are leaving the firm because they are not making enough money and the law firm is under pressure to increase their pay and reduce the pay of non performers.

The most common reason for making someone a non-equity partner is generally that the person does not have enough business. That is almost always the reason why. In any event, once an equity partner is “de-equitized”, it sends them a strong signal that they better “shape up or ship out.”

Many partners who are de-equitized subsequently become judges, go in-house, or take jobs with the government or inside of law schools.

See the following articles for more information:

• The Benefits of a Two Tiered Partnership
• Two-Tier or Not Two-Tier? The Equity Partnership Dichotomy

3. What is an Equity Partner? The Types of Attorneys That Are Equity Partners

Being an equity partner in a large law firm means you are performing at, above, or close to the standard this law firm sets for its partners. Being a partner at a law firm like Wachtell, Lipton means something entirely different than being a partner at a law firm like Baker & McKenzie. The expectations are simply quite different.

An equity partner is generally going to be someone with an excellent reputation inside and outside of the law firm, and who is more than capable of carrying their own weight. They are able to generate business for the law firm, able to support associates, and able to bill a tremendous number of hours. To be an equity partner in most large law firms means that you have dedicated your life to your career and to servicing the law firm and its clients. Not only have you dedicated your life to this, but you are succeeding.

When you examine what an “of counsel” or “non-equity” partner is inside of most law firms, an equity partner is generally everything they are not:

• Harder working
• More committed
• More clients
• Fewer problems
• Fewer excuses
• More ambition
• Better interpersonal skills
• Invested

All of these things are what make an equity partner. They are generally wholeheartedly and 100% still in the game, trying hard and making every effort to stand out and do well. In addition, most equity partners will need to be “invested” in the firm to be owners. This means that they may have to come up with anywhere from tens of thousands of dollars to several hundred thousand dollars to be “invested in the firm”. This is generally called a “buy in” or “capital contribution”. The law firm will generally loan the partner the money for this, or many law firms have special relationships with banks that do so as well.

What is so interesting to me about equity partners is that all of this is really a product of the demands and expectations of the law firm the person is a partner in. In a law firm like Cravath Swaine & Moore (which has only one non-equity partner), for example, being an equity partner means something far, far different than being an equity partner in a firm like Foley & Lardner. A higher level of commitment, work ethic, intelligence and client-getting ability is suggested by having a partner title at a firm like Cravath than it is at a firm like Foley and Lardner. In fact, Foley is an outstanding law firm, but becoming a partner at a firm like Cravath (and getting a job there even) is something that is entirely different than becoming a partner at Foley and Lardner.

See the following articles for more information:

• Top 10 Characteristics of Superstar Associates Who Make Partner
• Five Keys to Making Partner
• The Only Seven Reasons a Law Firm Will Ever Make You a Partner

Being an equity partner also means taking an interest in the “business side” of things. Equity partners are responsible for not just doing work, but often for:

• Evaluating non-equity partners and associates,
• Making financial decisions about when to hire and when to cut back,
• Firing people,
• Voting to hire new partners and others,
• Making decisions about opening and closing offices,
• Being responsible for pitching large potential clients,
• Making decisions about how to market the law firm,
• Making money when the firm does not make money,
• Assuming liability for malpractice and other actions against the firm,
• Being a point of contact for important firm clients,
• Keeping the morale up of associates and others in the firm by portraying everything in a positive light,
• Maintaining (or improving) the hiring standards of the firm,
• Recruiting other attorneys with business to keep the firm profitable,
• Making advertising and promotion decisions about the law firm,
• Creating budgets, one and five year plans for the law firm,
• Supervising the creation of content on the law firm’s website,
• Assisting public relations for the firm when issues come up,
• Negotiating and finding office space for the law firm and supervising build outs,
• Keeping files secure and overseeing the firm’s IT department and record keeping.

In general, being an equity partner comes with the responsibilities of running a business. The average equity partner is not going to be involved in each of these things – but they will be involved in some.

Most equity partners need to have something more than just the ability to do legal work. They need to not just have the ability to bring in clients; they need to have a spark and often an ability to inspire those working with them. In addition, they need to take an interest in the practice of law as a business as well. Obviously, this is not something everyone is cut out for.

In order to maintain the position of equity partner, an attorney generally needs to consistently have work to do and keep associates and others beneath them busy. Equity partners are traditionally evaluated based on their contribution to the firm—but can be evaluated on a variety of other factors as well. Click here for an example of a partnership agreement from the firm Foley & Lardner.

Every partnership agreement is different and every law firm evaluates and emphasizes different things. Some value business more than others as part of an ultimate compensation formula and others value other types of contributions. It all depends on the given firm.

In general, once an equity partner in a large law firm has a lot of business ($2 million or more) their jobs become very secure. They also are very marketable to scores of other large law firms if they are not treated to their satisfaction. It is not uncommon for these partners to continually
move every three to five years when they get bored or annoyed with their colleagues. A law firm partner recruiter often helps these types of partners make a move to another law firm. A partner with a lot of business is generally the “big fish” in the pond.

In general, an equity partner will bill out at a similar rate to a non-equity partner and take home about 3-times as much money.

- See The Top Two Different Ways Law Firm Partners Are Compensated for more information.

Conclusions

Law firms are fascinating environments offering many opportunities for attorneys of different skill, motivation and business-getting abilities. Ultimately, the most important thing to rise up the food chain and stay there is the amount of business the attorney has.

See the following articles for more information:

- Top 10 Ways Attorneys Can Move to a Better Law Firm and Get a Better Attorney Job
- Top 9 Ways for Any Attorney to Generate a Ton of Business
- How to Be a Successful Attorney
- Top 10 Characteristics of the Best Attorneys

Resources

Take a look at the following list of major firms with a two-tiered partnership (firms with the most non-equity partners are listed first):

- Baker & McKenzie
- DLA Piper
- Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
- Latham & Watkins
- Kirkland & Ellis
- Hogan Lovells
- Jones Day
- Sidley Austin
- White & Case
- Greenberg Traurig
- Weil, Gotshal & Manges
- Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
- Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
- Mayer Brown
- Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton
- Sullivan & Cromwell
- K& L Gates
- Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr
• Reed Smith
• Simpson Thacher & Bartlett
• Morrison & Foerster
• Davis Polk & Wardwell
• Ropes & Gray
• Paul Hastings
• Bingham McCutchen
• Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe
• McDermott Will & Emery
• Dewey & LeBoeuf
• King & Spalding
• Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison
• O’Melveny & Myers
• Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld
• Winston & Strawn
• Shearman & Sterling
• Squire Sanders
• Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan
• SNR Denton
• Goodwin Procter
• Proskauer Rose
• Debevoise & Plimpton
• Dechert
• Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy
• Alston & Bird
• Arnold & Porter
• Foley & Lardner
• Covington & Burling
• Vinson & Elkins
• Fulbright & Jaworski
• Hunton & Williams

• Baker Botts
• Holland & Knight
• Cravath, Swaine & Moore
• McGuireWoods
• Cooley
• Bryan Cave
• Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz
• Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati
• Willkie Farr & Gallagher
• Perkins Coie
• Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman
• Seyfarth Shaw
• Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson
• Katten Muchin Rosenman
• Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft
• Baker & Hostetler
• Littler Mendelson
• Nixon Peabody
• Kaye Scholer
• Locke Lord
• Duane Morris
• Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton
• Jenner & Block
• Troutman Sanders
• Drinker Biddle & Reath
• Fish & Richardson
• Schulte Roth & Zabel
• Steptoe & Johnson
• Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton
• Venable
• Edwards Wildman Palmer
- Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner
- Shook, Hardy & Bacon
- Patton Boggs
- Crowell & Moring
- Jackson Lewis
- Cahill Gordon & Reindel
- Pepper Hamilton
- Dorsey & Whitney
- Hughes Hubbard & Reed
- Williams & Connolly
- Boies, Schiller & Flexner
- Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith
- Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel
- Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker
- Blank Rome
- Chadbourne & Parke
- Sutherland Asbill & Brennan
- Haynes and Boone
- Barnes & Thornburg
- Cozen O'Connor
- Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo
- Fragomen, Del Rey, Bernsen & Loewy
- Ballard Spahr
- McKenna Long & Aldridge
- Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice
- Bracewell & Giuliani
- Andrews Kurth
- Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart
- Manatt, Phelps & Phillips
- Stroock & Stroock & Lavan
- Davis Wright Tremaine
- Dickstein Shapiro
- Husch Blackwell
- Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz
- Akerman Senterfitt
- Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney
- Loeb & Loeb
- Fox Rothschild
- Faegre & Benson
- Snell & Wilmer
- Irell & Manella
- Kasowitz Benson Torres & Friedman
- Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough
- Polsinelli Shughart
- Arent Fox
- Fenwick & West
- Schiff Hardin
- Lowenstein Sandler
- Kelley Drye & Warren
- Wiley Rein
- Quarles & Brady
- McCarter & English
- Sedgwick
- Stoel Rives
- Hinshaw & Culbertson
- Munger, Tolles & Olson
- Holland & Hart
- Thompson & Knight
- Bradley Arant Boult Cummings
- Jackson Walker
• Gordon & Rees 
• Day Pitney 
• Thompson Hine 
• Vedder Price 
• Baker & Daniels 
• Patterson Belknap Webb & Tyler 
• Dykema Gossett 
• Kutak Rock 
• Dinsmore & Shohl 
• Frost Brown Todd 
• Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn 
• Thompson Coburn 

• Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle 
• Knobbe Martens Olson & Bear 
• Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi 
• Allen Matkins Leck Gamble Mallory & Natsis 
• Moore & Van Allen 
• Epstein Becker & Green 
• Carlton Fields 
• Chapman and Cutler 
• Brown Rudnick 
• Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease 
• Winstead 

Here is a list of firms with just one tier of partnership:

• Gardere Wynne Sewell 
• Foley Hoag 
• Stinson Morrison Hecker 
• Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck 
• Choate, Hall & Stewart 
• Lathrop & Gage 
• Miller Canfield 
• Fitzpatrick, Cella, Harper & Scinto 
• Dickinson Wright 
• Adams and Reese 
• Ice Miller 
• Williams Mullen 
• Kenyon & Kenyon 
• Porter Wright Morris & Arthur 
• Saul Ewing 
• Fisher & Phillips 
• Gray Robinson 

• Herrick, Feinstein 
• McElroy, Deutsch, Mulvaney & Carpenter 
• Stevens & Lee 
• Gibbons 
• Goulston & Storrs 
• Phelps Dunbar 
• Armstrong Teasdale 
• Burr & Forman 
• Buchalter Nemer 
• Robinson & Cole 
• Michael Best & Friedrich 
• Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell 
• Sullivan & Worcester 
• Roetzel & Andress 
• Sills Cummis & Gross 
• BuckleySandler 
• Lane Powell
• Hodgson Russ
• Lewis and Roca
• Morris, Manning & Martin

Our mission is to meet or exceed every attorney’s expectations for their job search and ensure they are succeeding and winning with BCG Attorney Search